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Abstract
We study the variations of surface structure and elasticity of different types of Nylon during absorption of ethanol using 
AFM surface topography and AFM micro-mechanics. We observe that ethanol absorption induces significant changes 
in the surface structure, in particular an increase of roughness as well as the presence of local damage. All investigated 
Nylons soften by a factor 1.5–2.5 as a consequence of ethanol absorption. The Young modulus of the samples as a func-
tion of immersion time shows a complex, non-monotonic behavior with a minimum at intermediate immersion times. 
This behavior results from an interplay between the reduction of the glass transition temperature Tg , typically observed 
in bulk, and surface-specific effects such as the onset of surface crystallisation and degradation.
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1 Introduction

Polyamides (PAs), also known as Nylons, are semicrystalline 
polymers characterized by the presence of amide groups 
intercalated within linear alkane chains [1–3]. The amide 
groups form inter-chain hydrogen bonds: different organi-
sations of the hydrogen bond network give rise to differ-
ent crystalline structures and therefore crystalline poly-
morphism [4–8]. The hydrogen bond network is affected 
by the interaction with polar solvents. In semicrystalline 
polyamides previous studies indicate that absorption of 
water or ethanol occurs preferentially within the amor-
phous phase and affects the molecular mobility, result-
ing in plasticisation as confirmed by NMR [9], dynamic 
mechanical analysis [10, 11] and dielectric spectroscopy 
measurements [12–16]. The most noticeable plasticiza-
tion effect, related to an increased molecular mobility, is 
a drop of the glass transition temperature Tg in samples 
fully saturated with solvent, by about 80 K for water and 
up to 100 K for ethanol. This plasticisation effect has been 

associated with the polar solvent-induced break up of 
amide–amide bonds and the formation of more mobile 
amide–solvent–amide bonds [11]. The solvent induced 
plasticisation has a significant impact on the macroscopic 
mechanical properties [1] and on the long term stability 
of the material, thus affecting durability in applications. In 
addition there are evidences that solvent absorption is not 
homogeneous throughout the amorphous phase, due to 
different degrees of confinement experienced within this 
phase [17–19]. Most of the solvent is absorbed within the 
unconstrained, bulk amorphous phase, however a fraction 
is absorbed into the amorphous phase which is comprised 
in between the lamellae of the crystalline phase [12, 17, 
20–22], inducing swelling of the lamellar stacking. Moreo-
ver, a few experimental studies indicate that absorption 
of polar solvents could directly influence the morphol-
ogy of the crystalline phase [12, 22]. Recent studies on 
the absorption of alcohols, in particular ethanol [22–24], 
have evidenced the complex nature of this process: it is a 
non-fickian diffusion process indicating that the diffusion 
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coefficient of the solvent is not constant and is affected 
by the local concentration in the material as well as pos-
sibly by the density of hydrogen bonds of the absorbing 
medium, while the influence of the crystalline phase in 
not clear yet [24].

The bulk mechanical properties of polyamides and the 
influence of absorption of polar solvents on them have 
been previously investigated, indicating Young moduli of 
the order of a few GPa which suffer a reduction when polar 
solvents are absorbed into the polymer [25, 26]. However 
this drop of modulus at a given temperature is mainly 
related to the drop in Tg . In fact, in the glassy regime, it 
was shown that sorption of water results in an increase of 
the mechanical rigidity at a given temperature [1]. Most of 
the studies reported above focus on the bulk properties 
of the samples and on how they are affected by solvent 
absorption. However, recent studies suggest the pres-
ence of interesting surface structural changes associated 
with the absorption of ethanol, especially for amorphous 
polyamides: Preda and coworkers observed the appear-
ance of surface damage in the form of cavities and the 
increase of crystallinity [24]. In this work we complement 
this study by determining the surface elasticity of amor-
phous and semicrystalline polyamides during absorption 
of ethanol and by linking changes in elasticity to changes 
in the surface structure. The data have been obtained 
by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Elasticity was deter-
mined by measuring force distance curves, from which 
the Young modulus of the material was extracted. Surface 
structure was determined through deflection and topog-
raphy images. The obtained results provide information 
which is important for assessing how ethanol absorption 
affects the durability of nylon parts in industrial applica-
tions. Additionally, the impact of absorption on surface 
properties can have important consequences for materials 
presenting surface treatments that enhance their barrier 
properties, obtained through various coating techniques 
or thin film deposition by e.g. Plasma-Enhanced Chemical 
Vapor Deposition (PECVD) [27–29]. In particular absorption 

may have negative consequences on coating adhesion/
cohesion because it affects the polymer surface. The wet-
ting of polymers by solvents that can penetrate into them 
is also a complex problem which has recently received 
attention [30]. The approach that we propose in this work 
may provide information on the changes induced by the 
solvent on the polymer surface that are complementary to 
static and dynamic contact angle measurements.

2  Materials and methods

In Sect. 2.1 we present the details of sample preparation, 
in Sect. 2.2 a description of absorption experiments and 
in Sect. 2.3 the details of the AFM experiments used to 
determine the topography and elastic properties of the 
samples’ surface.

2.1  Samples

Polyamide 6 (PA6), Polyamide 6,6 (PA6,6), Polyamide 6,10 
(PA6,10) and the aromatic Polyamide 6I (PA6I) were pro-
vided by Solvay (France). Figure 1a shows their chemical 
formulas. The copolymers are formed by condensation 
of hexamethylenediamine with a diacid: Adipic acid for 
PA6,6, PA6,10 and isophthalic acid for PA6I. The degree of 
crystallinity of the semi-crystalline polymers, PA6, PA6,6 
and PA6,10 was estimated as �c = (�Hm − �Hrec)∕�H

100%
m

 , 
where the melting and recrystallization enthalpies, �Hm 
and �Hrec respectively, were experimentally determined 
by modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), 
and �H100%

m
 is the reference enthalpy associated with 

a 100% crystalline sample. For PA6, PA6,6 and PA6,10 
we used for �H100%

m
 the value reported in Ref. [31]. We 

obtained �6
c
≈ 38 %, �6,6

c
≈ 38 % and �6,10

c
≈ 23 %. PA6, 

PA6,6, PA6,10 and PA6I were provided to us in the form of 
films with respective thickness: 150 μ m, 100 μ m, 300 μ m 
and 300 μ m. The films of PA6 and PA6,6 were obtained 
by extrusion using a Leistritz co-rotating twin screw 

Fig. 1  Chemical formulas of 
polyamides, a PA6, b PA6,6, c 
PA6,10, d PA6I
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extruder (diameter D = 34  mm, ratio L∕D = 35 , screw 
speed 255 rpm, throughput 10 kg/h and extrusion tem-
perature 557 K at the die). A planar dye was placed at the 
end of the extruder and the resulting product was drawn 
at 2 m/min with a draw ratio of 7 through a series of 
rolls set at 408 K. The amorphous polymer PA6I film were 
obtained by injection in a Fanuc S-2000i 150A(180T) 
press (D. Delcourt, Solvay Brussels) in order to obtain 
injection molded plates of 125 × 125 × 1 mm. PA6,10 
pellets were injected in a DEMAG H200-80T press (E. Sei-
gnobos, Solvay Belle-Etoile) in order to obtain injection 
molded plates of 100 × 100 × 0.8 mm.

2.2  Absorption curves

The absorption of solvent was followed at T = 296 K by 
measuring the total mass of the sample as a function of 
immersion time. The weight at different immersion times 
was quickly measured after taking out the sample from the 
immersion medium and after removal of excess solvent 
from the surface, using a Sartorius ENTRIS64-1S analytical 
balance with a precision of 0.1 mg and a repeatability of 
0.1 mg. The sample was re-immersed in the solvent imme-
diately afterwards. Solvent desorption during the weigh-
ing procedure could be safely neglected.

2.3  AFM measurements

All AFM measurements were performed with an Alpha 
300 A microscope (Witec) using a NSG-30 tip (NT-MDT). 
The tip is made of crystalline Si and presents the geom-
etry of a vertical cylindrical punch with flat base of length 
L = 500 nm and radius of 10 nm. Typical SEM images of the 
AFM tip can be found in the manufacturer’s catalogue [32]. 
The cantilever constant k = 16 N/m was determined by 
means of the method proposed by Sader [33]. Measure-
ments at different immersion times in ethanol were per-
formed, similar to the absorption curves, after taking out 
the sample from the immersion medium and after removal 
of excess solvent from the surface. Given that the measure-
ment of a force distance curve takes approximately 60 s, 
solvent desorption could be again safely neglected. All 
measurements were performed at T = 23 °C.

2.3.1  Topography

Topography and deflection images of 40 × 40 μm2 were 
obtained in contact mode by measuring 256 points per 
line at a velocity of 1 line/s. The velocity was chosen in 
order to optimize the noise level in the images.

2.3.2  Force–distance curves

Force–distance curves were obtained by approach-
ing and indenting the AFM tip into the sample. An 
approaching speed of 0.5 μm/s was used for all samples. 
We observed that in the range of speeds 0.5–5.0 μm/s 
the curves did not depend on the chosen velocity. An 
indentation range varying from 50 to 150 nm, depend-
ing on sample and immersion time, was explored. Within 
this range, both the linear and non-linear response of 
the material are explored. In order to extract the Young 
modulus of the material the initial part of the curves, 
typically up to an indentation � = 5 nm, were modeled 
with the Harding–Sneddon model for a planar cylindri-
cal punch indenter in contact with an elastic solid [34]. 
According to this model the Force and indentation � are 
related by the following equation [35]:

where R is the cylinder radius, E is the Young’s modulus and 
� is the Poisson’s ratio of the material. In this case R = 10 nm 
and a value � = 0.39 was used [1]. A representative curve 
and corresponding fit of the initial linear response regime 
according to Eq. 1 are shown in Fig. 2.

3  Results and discussion

3.1  Deflection and topography images

We characterized the surface morphology of the dif-
ferent investigated polyamides in the original dry state 
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Fig. 2  Representative force–distance curve obtained for dry PA6,6 
(symbols) and fit of the initial linear response regime to Eq. 1 (line), 
describing the force–indentation relation in the Harding–Sneddon 
model for a planar cylindrical punch indenter. Inset: zoom of the 
small indentation regime, same quantities and units as in the main 
plot
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and in the ethanol saturated state using AFM meas-
urements in contact mode, as detailed in Sec. 2.3. We 
present both deflection (Fig. 3) and topography (Fig. 4) 
representative images of the samples. In deflection 
images the voltage associated with the color scale 
quantifies the degree of positive or negative cantilever 
deflection compared to the setpoint. Therefore color 
variations in the deflection images reflect variations in 
the curvature of the surface along the scan direction. 
In these images the texture and structural details of the 
surface are better perceived. In the topography images 
instead the height variations and changes in roughness 
can be better quantified. For dry PA6,6 (Figs. 3, 4 top) 
the typical spherulite structure of semicrystalline poly-
amide can be clearly seen, with spherulites having sizes 
of a few μms. In the ethanol saturated state the surface 
structure appears more diffuse and the spherulites 

deform and become elongated (Fig. 4). Also in dry PA6 
(Figs. 3, 4 mid-top) a clear spherulite structure is pre-
sent, with the spherulites having a considerably larger 
size than in PA6,6. In the ethanol saturated sample one 
can observe a clear deformation of the spherulites, 
which seems to be associated to a non-homogene-
ous swelling, as can be best seen in Fig. 3 (top-right). 
It may be inferred that spherulites are less swollen in 
the vicinity of the center than in peripheral regions, 
possibly associated to a gradient of crystallinity frac-
tion going from the center towards the periphery. This 
phenomenon could be responsible, both in PA6,6 and 
PA6, for the apparent damage of the surface structure, 
evidenced by the appearance of cracks (in PA6) and a 
larger degree of roughness. The dry PA6,10 samples 
(Figs. 3, 4 mid-bottom) presents a significantly different 
surface structure compared to PA6,6 and PA6: The sur-
face presents elongated, stretched fiber-like structures 
instead of spherulites. In the ethanol saturated sample 
significant changes are observed: The elongated fiber-
like structures deform and acquire wavy shapes. Finally, 
the dry PA6I (Figs. 3, 4 bottom) shows an amorphous 
structure with some longitudinal cracks on the surface. 
In the ethanol saturated state we can observe that the 
longitudinal cracks disappear and are replaced by a 
number of bumps and some cavities.

We quantified variations in the surface roughness by 
calculating two commonly used parameters  [36], the 
arithmetic average Ra and the mean slope of the profile 
Rda:

where yi is the height of point i with respect to the mean 
line of the profile, n is the number of points along a line, 
and �yi∕�xi is the slope between two successive points of 
the profile. Both quantities were calculated line-by-line 
and averaged over sub-regions of a surface. We selected 
sub-regions where no pronounced dips or peaks were pre-
sent, in order to avoid an artificial bias of the results. Addi-
tionally, for each sample results were averaged over differ-
ent surface images. The obtained parameters are reported 
in Table 1 for samples in the dry and ethanol saturated 
states. Both parameters reveal an increase of the surface 
roughness in the ethanol saturated samples, except for 
PA6,6, where the average height increases, while the aver-
age slope decreases. The decrease of Rda in the ethanol 

(2)Ra =
1

n

n∑

i=1

|yi|

(3)Rda =
1

n − 1

n−1∑

i=1

�yi

�xi

Fig. 3  AFM deflection images of exemplary regions of the samples: 
PA6,6 (top), PA6 (mid-top), PA6,10 (mid-bottom), PA6I (bottom) in 
the original dry state (left) and at full saturation of ethanol, corre-
sponding to the longest immersion time of 4 weeks (right)
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saturated PA6,6 sample might reflect the elongation of 
the spherulite structures which was discussed earlier and 
which could lead to an overall smoothing of the surface. 
We can conclude that for all samples the absorption of 
Ethanol reveals important modifications of the surface 
structure, with an increase of surface roughness and a 
degradation of the structural order, when present.

3.2  Absorption curves

We report in Fig. 5 the absorption curves obtained for 
polyamide PA6,6, PA6,10, PA6 and PA6I in ethanol. Absorp-
tion is quantified through the ratio �m∕�meq , where 
�m = m −m0 is the mass variation with m the mass of the 
polymer at time t and m0 the mass in the initial dry state. 
The value �meq corresponds to the equilibrium value in 

Fig. 4  AFM topography images 
of exemplary regions of the 
samples: PA6,6 (top), PA6 (mid-
top), PA6,10 (mid-bottom), 
PA6I (bottom) in the original 
dry state (left) and at full satu-
ration of ethanol, correspond-
ing to the longest immersion 
time of 4 weeks (right)
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the saturated sample, at long immersion times. The ratio 
�m∕�meq is plotted against 

√
t∕L , with L the sample thick-

ness, to highlight Fickian diffusion, which corresponds to a 
linear dependence of �m∕�meq on 

√
t∕L . This is observed 

in the initial regime of the sorption curves. Normalization 
by L takes into account the effect of the sample thickness. 
Overall, all absorption curves show non-fickian behavior, 
which is typically observed when the solvent diffusion 
time is comparable to the polymer relaxation time and/or 
when the mobility of the polymer changes during sorp-
tion (due to plasticization). Note that both statements 
or hypothesis are closely related, even though not fully 
equivalent. Indeed, the polymer may be plasticized if its 
relaxation time becomes comparable to the solvent dif-
fusion time along the sorption curve. This competition of 
timescales gives rise, close to the polymer surface, to a 
region in which the polymer is swollen. This region slowly 
expands within the sample and the solvent penetrates 

more rapidly within the remaining dry material. The 
response is different for the amorphous and semicrys-
talline polymers. The amorphous sample PA6I shows an 
initial (diffusive) regime of linear mass increase, followed 
by a non-linear regime in which the mass increases sub-
linearly until saturation is reached. Note that, as shown in 
Fig. 5, the deviation from Fickian diffusion, characterized 
by a constant diffusion coefficient, is moderate. We can 
estimate a diffusion coefficient D of order 10−12 m2∕s for 
PA6I. For this polymer, previous studies showed that the 
change of slope of the absorption curve coincides with 
the appearance of surface damage in the form of cavi-
ties and crystallization [24]. The relative mass increase is 
about 16%. Both the shape of the absorption curve and 
the relative mass increase are in agreement with previ-
ous studies [24]. The semicrystalline polymers PA6 and 
PA6,6 present similar absorption curves, with an initial 
Fickian regime presenting an absorption rate slower than 
for PA6I, as indicated by the smaller slope. Slower diffu-
sion is expected as a result of the tortuosity induced by 
the crystalline structure. The Fickian regime presents 
a slower absorption rate for PA6,6 than for PA6, which 
might be associated with the more compact crystalline 
spherulite structure indicated by the AFM images (Fig. 3). 
For longer times a second Fickian regime is observed in a 
narrow interval of times and presents a significantly larger 
absorption rate. Finally, at the longest times saturation 
is achieved. Previous studies showed that while surface 
damage is less important than in amorphous PA, changes 
in the crystallinity degree and morphology are observed 
during the second Fickian regime [24]. The relative mass 
increase is about 9% for PA6,6 and about 11% for PA6, 
eventually indicating a larger degree of crystallinity for 
PA6.6. The shape of the curves and the steady state mass 
increase are also in agreement with previous studies [24]. 
Finally, the shape of the curves and the equilibrium mass 
increase for PA6,10 are also similar to PA6 and PA6,6, how-
ever the absorption process is faster, as indicated by the 
larger initial slope compared to PA6 and PA6,6. The relative 
mass increase is about 9%.

3.3  Elasticity during absorption

The average surface elasticity of the PA samples was deter-
mined by measuring force–indentation curves. The curves 
were first measured for the dry samples and successively 
for different immersion times in ethanol. We report in Fig. 6 
representative force–indentation curves obtained for PA6 
at different immersion times. Depending on immersion 
time, one can observe significant variations in the force 
needed to achieve a determined indentation; addition-
ally these variations do not show a monotonic trend with 
increasing the immersion time. We will come back to this 

Table 1  Average roughness 
parameters determined for 
dry and ethanol saturated (sat) 
samples: Average height Ra 
and Average slope Rda 

Sample Ra ( μm) Rda

PA6 dry 3.8 40
PA6 sat 92 204
PA6,6 dry 1.0 68
PA6,6 sat 7.8 43
PA6,10 dry 0.2 21
PA6,10 sat 0.8 40
PA6I dry 5.1 58
PA6I sat 6.5 77

Fig. 5  Absorption curves for different polyamides in ethanol, as 
indicated, showing the relative increase of the samples mass with 
respect to the initial mass of the dry sample �m = m −m0 , with m0 
the mass of the dry sample, normalized by the equilibrium value 
at long immersion times �meq , as a function of 

√
t∕L , with L the 

sample thickness. Lines are guides for the eye. Arrows indicate the 
position where a change of slope with respect to the initial Fick-
ian diffusion is observed for the different samples. The dashed line 
indicates a representative Fickian diffusion curve with constant dif-
fusion coefficient corresponding to the initial slope of PA6I
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point in more detail later. All different PA samples show 
similar average responses. The initial part of the curves, 
corresponding to the linear response regime, was fitted 
using the Harding–Sneddon model for a flat cylindri-
cal punch indenter (Eq. 1) to obtain the Young’s modu-
lus E for different immersion times. For the dry samples 
we obtained the values reported in Table 2: We found 
1.9 GPa < E < 3.5 GPa , depending on the sample. These 
values are in good agreement with those found in the lit-
erature using rheology or AFM [1]. 

The Young’s moduli obtained as a function of immer-
sion time indicate a reduction of the material’s elasticity 
associated with ethanol absorption (Fig. 7). For all samples 
the value of E in the regime of solvent saturation is a factor 
between 1.5 and 2.5 smaller than in the dry material (Fig. 7, 
inset). The reduction of E can be interpreted as arising from 
the plasticization of the material induced by the presence 
of ethanol. The ethanol molecules primarily penetrate 
the amorphous regions of the material, breaking up the 
hydrogen bonds between amide groups and intercalating 
between them. The new hydrogen bonds in which ethanol 
intercalates between amide groups are more flexible lead-
ing to enhanced dynamics of the amid groups, as demon-
strated through broadband dielectric spectroscopy [24]. 
As noted above, the decrease of E is mostly due to the 
decrease in Tg . While the measurement temperature (room 
temperature) is well below Tg in the dry state, it is much 

closer to or even in the close vicinity of Tg in the saturated 
case, hence the large decrease of modulus. The relative 
reduction of E compared to the value in the dry state ( E0 ) 
is smallest for PA6, largest for PA6,6 and intermediate for 
PA6I and PA6,10. The values are in any case comparable. 
The decay of E as a function of immersion time is, how-
ever, non-monotonic: After an initial strong decrease of 
the modulus within the first 1–6 h, all PA show a recovery 
of E typically around 10 h of immersion (100 h for PA6,6, 
inset of Fig. 7) before decreasing again slowly until the 
saturation value is achieved (Fig. 7).

Comparing with the absorption data, we should first 
notice that according to our estimate of the diffusion coef-
ficient of ethanol in PA6I, the diffusion time over the dis-
tance probed by AFM (of order 150 nm) is approximately 
1 ms. The variations of elasticity that we observed are on 
the timescale of hour, which means that they are asso-
ciated to slow structural evolution of the material in the 
presence of solvent, in agreement with previous work [22]. 
Additionally, we determined that the region of the mini-
mum of E roughly corresponds to the region where a 
change of slope is observed in the absorption curves, 
while the final slow decrease roughly corresponds to the 
saturated regime. We recall that, for both amorphous and 
semicrystalline PAs, the change of slope is associated with 
variations of crystallinity. Thus, one can speculate that the 
initial fast reduction of elasticity is associated with the 
initial softening due to the ethanol absorbed within the 
amorphous phase of the PA. When the solvent absorp-
tion starts to induce crystallisation, an increase of elas-
ticity is observed up to the saturated regime, where the 
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Fig. 6  Force–indentation curves measured for PA6I at different 
immersion times ti in ethanol, as indicated

Table 2  Young’s modulus E of 
dry PAs obtained by fitting the 
initial part of force–indentation 
curves using Eq. 1

Sample E (GPa)

PA6 2.22 ± 0.03
PA6,6 2.54 ± 0.02
PA6,10 1.99 ± 0.03
PA6I 3.49 ± 0.33

Fig. 7  Young modulus E as a function of immersion time t in etha-
nol, for all PA samples (as indicated). The bottom axis was split in 
order to make the initial points better visible. Inset: E∕E0 , being E0 
the Young modulus in the dry state, as a function of immersion 
time, limited to the interval 2 h < t < 120 h to better evidence the 
non-monotonic variation of E∕E0 at short immersion times
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crystallisation typically slows down. The final decay would 
be then associated with further plasticisation of the mate-
rial and/or it might be related to the degradation of the 
surface structure evidenced by the AFM measurements 
of the ethanol saturated samples.

4  Conclusions

The surface structure and elasticity of one amorphous 
and three different semi-crystalline polyamides were 
determined by AFM in the dry state and as a function 
of ethanol absorption. For all samples we observed that 
absorption of ethanol induced significant changes in the 
surface structure, in particular an increase of the surface 
roughness and the onset of damage. In the semicrystal-
line materials surface damage seems to be associated with 
non-uniform swelling of spherulites and the presence of 
a gradient of crystallinity. Independently of their internal 
structure, we found that absorption of ethanol induced a 
progressive reduction of the Young’s modulus, which was 
found to be about a factor 1.5–2.5 (depending on polymer) 
smaller in the fully saturated state compared to the dry 
state. The initial reduction of the Young’s modulus can be 
associated to the enhanced mobility of the amorphous 
phase induced by the presence of ethanol and the replace-
ment of amide–amide hydrogen bonds with amide–eth-
anol–amide bonds. After this initial regime, the Young’s 
modulus showed a non-monotonic evolution for absorp-
tion times in between 1 and 10 h, with a partial recovery 
of elasticity at intermediate absorption times which can 
be related to the onset of crystallisation (amorphous PA) 
or to changes in the crystallinity degree (semicrystalline 
PA). A final softening is thought to correspond to slow rear-
rangements of the hydrogen bond network in the fully 
wet material and it might also depend on the degrada-
tion of the surface structure observed in the deflection 
and topography images of ethanol saturated samples. Our 
results show that variations in surface elasticity cannot be 
only explained through the solvent-induced reduction of 
Tg observed in bulk. Additional surface-specific effects, like 
changes in crystallinity and surface damage need to be 
considered. We expect our results to provide useful infor-
mation to assess the durability of nylon parts in industrial 
applications in which these plastics are in direct contact 
with ethanol (or other polar solvents). They might also 
contribute to the understanding of coating degradation 
and adsorption in materials where the solvent additionally 
penetrates into the bulk.
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